Abstract-This paper proposes a generic task-driven data collection framework, named as CrowdPic, for Mobile Crowd Photographing (MCP) -a widely used technique in crowd sensing. In order to meet diverse MCP application requirements (e.g. spatio-temporal contexts, single or multiple shooting angles to a sensing target), a multifaceted task model with collection constraints is provided in CrowdPic. Meanwhile, a pre-selection process is necessary to prevent mobile clients from uploading redundant pictures so as to reduce the overhead traffic and maintain the sensing quality. To address this issue, we developed a pyramid-tree (PTree) model which can select maximum diversified subset from the evolving picture streams based on multiple coverage requirements and constraints defined in MCP tasks by data requesters. Crowdsourcing-based and simulation-based methods are both used to evaluate the effectiveness, efficiency and flexibility of the proposed framework. The experimental results indicate that the PTree method can efficiently assess redundant pictures and effectively select minimal subset with high coverage from the streaming picture according to various coverage needs, and the whole framework is applicable to a wide range of use scenarios.
I. INTRODUCTION
With the development of mobile sensing and mobile Internet techniques, a new sensing paradigm called Mobile Crowd Sensing (MCS), which leverages the power of crowd for largescale sensing, has become popular in recent years. The increasing prevalence and the inherent mobility of user-companied devices, such as mobile phones, wearable devices and smart vehicles, has accelerated the adoption of this new and fastgrowing sensing paradigm.
Picture taking is a widely used sensing technique of MCS, also named as Mobile Crowd Photographing (MCP). MCP mobilizes people to take pictures with their smart devices, and it can process and extract information from this crowd-based picture set. MCP has been employed in various application areas, such as environment monitoring [1] , [2] , scientific data collection [3] , public information gathering [4] , [5] , traffic sensing [6] , [7] , event reporting [8] , [9] , [10] and etc.
Different from the image-focused application on the Internet (e.g. Amazon Mechanical Turk [11] , Flickr [12] , Instagram [13] ), the MCP system takes in both images and contexts. For example, FlierMeet [4] , an MCP application, utilizes filers' profile extracted from pictures, including locations, shooting angles, number, and users, to decide which one to be recommended. In other words, MCP tasks are applicationand theme-focused and they can only be released by data requesters. One common task in MCP systems is to ask participants to take and upload pictures at certain temporal and spatial contexts, such as taking pictures of creeks for environment protection [1] , or taking pictures of buildings for 3D city modeling [14] . Therefore, MCP applications can obtain tons of pictures and then use either on-line (e.g. [9] , [10] , [15] ) or manual selection (e.g. [2] ) to choose pictures they want.
Each MCP application differs in their sensing targets and sampling contexts. Most current MCP systems only aim at one or one type of sensing targets, such as fliers for FlierMeet [4] , garbage bins for GerbageWatch [2] , creeks for CreekWatch [1] . Therefore, building a generic framework for MCP is in demand. Firstly, it can facilitate the task specification endowed with different needs and constraints without developing systems for each. Secondly, it can lower the barrier for ordinary users to publish MCP tasks and meets their personalized requirements. Thirdly, it offers mobile users a unique entrance to MCP tasks, which can simplify worker recruitment and task query/recommendation.
One crucial issue in generic MCP framework is picture collection and selection. There are two basic modes for MCP systems to collect crowd-sourced pictures: (i) Opportunistic collection. Individuals unintentionally take and share taskrelated pictures, and the MCP system searches and collects pictures that can satisfy task needs from the shared picture repository [5] , [8] .
(ii) Participatory collection. The participatory collection mode is mainly used for the tasks with special spatial-temporal constraints [1] , [2] , [4] , [6] , [10] , [14] , [16] . In this mode, workers intentionally take related pictures according to pre-defined task requirements, and then upload them to the backend server.
For opportunistic collection mode, it is in nature similar to the image retrieval [17] , [18] in the traditional information retrieval field, and there are numerous systems or methods that has been fully developed to realize this function. However, the participatory collection mode which can get real time data from participants was paid little attention to.
To build such a generic framework, there are mainly three challenges:
(i) Diverse MCP task modeling. Different MCP tasks have different needs and contextual constraints. For example, some tasks allow a long sampling interval while others need short ones. Some tasks need pictures about a sensing object from different shooting angles, while others need only one snapshot.
(ii) Optimizing data collection in evolving picture streams. In participatory collection, data are collected in a distributed manner and what are submitted by workers arrives at the backend server intermittently. These data constitute the evolving data stream [19] . Since the later-coming duplicate data are useless in the data sequence, data selection is necessary for the evolving picture streams in order to get useful data and minimize the traffic overhead, which means that when a picture is uploaded, the server must be able to make a quick decision to accept it or not. The resource cost on the decision should also be considered because the size of the picture set at the server keeps increasing and the linear assessing is not applicable.
(iii) Maintaining excellent sensing quality. Since some pictures might be ruled out in the dynamic selection, the selection strategy must ensure the integrity of the picture set, which can further reflect the sensing quality.
In order to tackle the above challenges, after studying the requirements, constraints, and quality demands of varied MCP systems, we proposed a generic data collection framework for participatory picture collection -CrowdPic, which can meet different MCP task requirements for optimized data collection. Our contributions are as follows:
(i) Proposed a generic picture collection framework for mobile crowd photographing, which is applicable to tasks of varying themes and constraints.
(ii) Developed a pyramid-tree-based method that can dynamically cluster the evolving data stream and enable the best and the most efficient data selection.
(iii) A combination of simulation-based experiments and crowdsourced dataset-based experiments were designed and conducted to evaluate the performance of the framework.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II outlines the related work on MCP systems and picture collection/selection methods. Section III presents the generic MCP framework and formulates the problems to be solved. The clustering and data selection algorithms based on the pyramid tree are described in Section IV and V. We present the experimental results in Section VI, and conclude the paper in Section VII.
II. RELATED WORKS A. Two Data Selection Manners
In order to reduce the redundant data and choose the best pictures, data selection can be conducted in two distinct manners: pre-selection and post-selection. In pre-selection, the decision on whether a picture should be uploaded is made online by the remote server as soon as this individual picture is submitted, such as in Photonet [10] , CARE [15] , or MediaScope [8] . In post-selection, however, the server selects pictures after pictures are uploaded, such as in GarbageWatch [2] , or Gazetiki [5] . Since image transmission incurs high cost on network traffic, pre-selection has been widely adopted to reduce the cost and traffic overhead.
B. Content-centric Picture Selection
No matter which manner is adopted, the picture selection is application-oriented. The content-centric picture selection is included in most MCP systems, but different system focus on different features of the picture. Some systems only focus on the visual feature on the content-centric picture selection, such as Garbagewatch [2] , MobiShop [20] and Fliermeet [4] , some only pay attention to context features, such as SmartPhoto [21] and PhotoCity [14] , and some utilize both on picture selection, such as PhotoNet [10] , CARE [15] and MediaScope [8] . Since sensed targets are different, the picture selection method must be dynamic.
Based on sensors in smart phone, the MCP system can collect the timestamp, locaiton, shooting angle, ambient light, and even posture of the phone when a photo is taken. However, varied requirements of MCP tasks should also be considered. For instance, the targets might be either local (e.g. GarbageWatch [2] , Wreckwatch [16] ) or global (e.g. Creekwatch [1] ), the period of tasks might be either short (e.g. Jameyes [7] ) or long (e.g. climate change [3] ), and the shooting angles might be either single (e.g. Mobishop [20] , FlierMeet [4] ) or multiple (e.g. Wreckwatch [16] , Smartphoto [21] , Photocity [14] ), and the targets might change slowly (e.g. FlierMeet [4] , climate change [3] ) or quickly (e.g. SignalGuru [6] , Jameyes [7] , GarbageWatch [2] ). Therefore, the generic MCP data collection framework must be adaptive to various task requirements.
III. CROWDPIC: AN OVERVIEW

A. System Requirements
There are four phases in MCP data collection. 1) In the task initiation phase, task providers define their tasks with different requests or constraints and the task manager assigns these tasks to suitable workers. 2) In the photographing and transmission phase, the workers take and transmit pictures according to the task requirements to the backend server. As data is collected in a distributed manner, the backend server will receive pictures submitted by workers.
3) The picture selection phase is responsible for clustering and selecting pictures over the evolving picture stream based on the task definition. 4) In the picture handover phase, the data repository will hand over the picture set to the task provider and the task is completed.
In this paper, we identified three requirements for building a general framework for participatory MCP data collection:
(i) A multifaceted task model for varied MCP tasks (with different requests and constraints).
(ii) The methods for collecting an optimized dataset and handling the streaming data.
(iii) The maintenance of sensing quality.
B. The CrowdPic Framework
Based on the system requirements and challenges, the CrowdPic framework is shown in Figure 1 . The multifaceted task model is responsible for defining tasks with different demands and constraints. The task controller assigns the task to a group of qualified workers according to task needs. The mobile client App used by the workers records the captured picture and its associated contexts and then triggers data transmission in an appropriate manner. The picture collector at the server side selects data from the picture stream in view of the predefined task demands/constraints. In order to reduce the traffic cost, a thumbnail of the new coming picture will be first sent to the backend server [22] . The thumbnail will then be used as an input for a dynamicallygenerated pyramid tree (which is the clustering snapshot). The clustering result is used by the data selection module to decide whether the full-sized picture of this thumbnail should be accepted.
C. Multifaceted Task Modeling
In order to accommodate to various MCP tasks, one basic thing supported by CrowdPic is a flexible and multifaceted task model. It consists of the following two parts: (1) a task descriptor for workers to easily understand and execute the task, and (2) a task specification module allows task providers to define multi-dimensional constraints for picture collection and selection.
The task descriptor is described in natural language and can be easily understood by ordinary people. It will tell workers what should be captured, where the object is, and when and how many pictures should be taken. These requirements are common in most MCP systems (e.g. Garbagewatch [2] ). In order to collect the best and most relevant data, we set qualified parameters for the specification module to guide the picture collection process.
We use a 6-tuple task model, T ask = whn, whr, intvl, grid, mV iew, imgSim as specifications. The first two parameters characterize the generic information about a task. whn is a time span between the starting and ending time; whr is a geographical area specified on the digital map (e.g. Google map) for performing the task. The other four parameters are considered as constraints, indicating that two pictures are similar only if the timespan of them is within intvl, the geographic-distance is within grid, the difference of their shooting angles is no more than mV iew, and the visual similarity of them satisfies the condition defined in imgSim which consists of a method (e.g. SIFT [4] , GIST [15] , color histogram [10] ) and a threshold.
Next we will use an example to illustrate the task model. Suppose we want to know the traffic dynamics and patterns of a crowded area for one week, a task setting can be: (20140909∼20140916), (31.29, 121.47)∼(31.09, 120.97), 30(second), 20(meter), π/2, (color histogram, middle) . It can be interpreted as: this task needs to recruit workers to take pictures within the specified geographical area from Sep. 9∼16, 2014. The geographical area is characterized by two GPS coordinates and can be defined on a digital map application. If two pictures are taken at the same place (distance less than 20 meters) within 30 seconds, the difference of the two shooting angles is less than π/2, and the visual similarity measured by color histogram is at a certain level (middle), only the early arriving picture will be selected and kept at the server.
D. The Evolving Picture Stream 1) MCP Picture Records:
Once a worker takes a picture, the mobile client saves the image file and records the associated context information, forming an MCP picture record. Data requirements of most MCP applications are satisfied with these information. An MCP picture record is modeled by a data structure P R = img, tStamp, loc, sAngle, light, acc shown in Figure 2 . The task identifier which the picture record corresponds to is omitted here because the selection is for pictures that correspond to the same task, and pictures for different tasks will be in different PTrees. img refers to a full-sized picture and its thumbnail saved by the mobile client App with different image resolution configurations. tStamp denotes the date and time of a picture. sAngle represents the shooting-angle of a picture which are denoted by three angles azimuth, pitch, roll . These angles can be obtained by the orientation sensor or calculated on the basis of observations of the accelerometer and the magnetometer [23] . loc records the location of the picture. light and acc refer to the light-level and accelerometer values respectively. The associated context information of the picture will be used by the server for selecting pictures. img, tStamp, sAngle, and loc are used for selection discussed in this paper, while light and acc are utilized for image quality evaluation discussed in [22] . The quality-based selection in [22] can be easily merged into CrowdPic because it is also designed for selection in the evolving picture stream.
2) The Picture Stream: The evolving data stream consists of a series of data records X 1 ,...,X k ,... arriving at timestamps tArr 1 ,..., tArr k ..., and each X i is a multi-dimensional record denoted by X i =(x i,1 ...x i,d ) [19] . In CrowdPic, the worker could upload pictures at any time (e.g. some nodes may only upload data when WiFi is accessible) before the task deadline. As a result, there could be a delay between the time a photo is taken and the time it arrives at the back-end server. The time arrival time tArr i of a picture record is not always the same as its timestamp tStamp i . This means that tArr i < tArr j ⇒ tStamp i < tStamp j . Therefore, tStamp s are used for the similarity measurement, and tArr s are used for selection because the fresh-arrival picture is chosen.
In order to select diverse pictures from the evolving picture stream, we need to dynamically cluster picture records to recognize redundant images. If a picture can not be used to create a new singleton cluster, it is considered as redundant.
In MCP, we need to consider multi-dimensional and heterogeneous constraints for the similarity measure, which calls for a customized method for the picture clustering. To address this, we developed a hierarchical clustering algorithm based on the pyramid tree for clustering the evolving picture stream, as described in the following section.
IV. THE PYRAMID TREE MODEL A. The Pyramid Tree
Pyramid tree (PTree) is a (d + 2) -layer structure that is generated in terms of a data stream X if the element X i has d dimensions. The leaf node only exists in the bottom layer, so the node count of the n -th layer is no less than that of the (n − 1)-th layer.
A non-leaf node (NLN) and a leaf node (LN) can both be defined as a 3-tuple structure, i.e. no, indx, cntr , and no, indx, pr , respectively. Here no is the serial number of a node in its siblings. We define the path from the root node to this node as the index indx of a node, which is composed of a sequence of nos of nodes in the path. cntr is the center of an NLN and is calculated based on the nodes in its micro-cluster. pr points to a unique picture record.
In a PTree, the root node is in the 0-th layer and the other layer is defined as the p-th layer (1 ≤ p ≤ d + 1) . The microclusters are divided according to the NLNs. The micro-cluster of an NLN N i in p-th layer is defined as a p -th micro-cluster of N i , which consists of prs in offspring LNs of N i . Each NLN has a micro-cluster and one p -th micro-cluster has no common elements with other p-th micro-cluster.
An example of the pyramid tree is shown in Figure 3 . Assuming that the entire picture stream is X 1 , ..., X 12 , and X i = (x i,1 , x i,2 , x i,3 ) , then a 5-layer pyramid tree can be generated. Therefore, records {X 1 , X 3 , X 5 } is the 3-th microcluster of N 111 and records {X 1 , X 2 , X 3 , X 4 , X 5 , X 6 } is the 2-th micro-cluster of node N 11 . Micro-clusters of NLNs in different layers are utilized for applications with different selection granularities, e.g., with PTree in Figure 3 six pictures are selected from 3-th micro-clusters but three pictures are selected from 2-th micro-clusters.
The pyramid tree is a special decision tree whose shape looks like a pyramid for all LNs being in the bottom layer. Fig. 3 . A 5-layer pyramid tree, where the number in each circle represents no of an NLN. The attribute indx of the tree node is used as subscript of it here, such as node N 111 in the 3-th layer whose indx is 1, 1, 1 ( 111 is for short and no of any NLN is thus less than 10 in examples of this paper).
The most relevant work is the decision tree based clustering (DTC) in [24] . DTC works on a static data set by defining a set of clustering rules (i.e. clusters are classifications) and is a post-selection manner, then it is not applicable for the evolving picture stream. The main similarity of DTC and PTree-based clustering is that the branching rules defined in NLNs (i.e. attributes of NLNs and layers) are actually the rules for clustering. The difference is also obvious. DTC selects the feature for a layer according to the entire dataset and it cannot select the feature effectively for the discrete data stream. PTree sets a static feature for each layer at the beginning according to the task constraints, but the mapping relationship of layers and features are adjustable for different tasks, which will be explained next.
B. The PTree Generation
In order to generate a PTree with a picture stream for the micro-cluster division, we define some parameters and rules as follows:
Branching Parameter (BP) is a 2-tuple that consists of the method to calculate distance (d mthd) and the distance's threshold (d th). Each layer has a corresponding branching parameter. The BP of the p-th layer is (d mthd p , d th p ) .
Layering Mapping (LM) refers to one-to-one mapping between the feature set F and the layer set L. LM ={(l i , f j ) :
The dynamic LM is utilized for adjusting the shape of the PTree because the computing efficiency is related to the shape of the PTree, which is further related to the task constraints, which will be explained in detail in Subsection V-B.
Distance (Dis) denotes the distance between a new picture record X i and an NLN N j in the p-th layer, written as N j ) is actually the distance between x i,s and cntr j calculated with the method d mthd p .
Matched NLN (matNLN) of a picture record X i in the p-th layer refers to a special NLN N j and Dis(X i , N j ) ≤ d th p . NLNs satisfying the matNLN condition will be matNLN candidates, but only one NLN can be selected as the matNLN for a picture record in one layer.
The matNLN selection method is a rule to select matNLN when there are more than one matNLN candidates. The fastmatch method (fastM) and min-match method (minM) are two matNLN selection methods used in this paper. The first matNLN candidate will be selected if the fastM is used, and the nearest one will be selected if the minM is used.
The branching rule consists of a set of rules to guide the growing of the PTree as follows: The value of cntr is used to calculate distances during searching the matNLN and it is calculated with elements in its micro-cluster. The method to calculate cntr is associated with the mapped feature of its layer. For example, if f 2 refers to the location, items {x 1,2 , x 3,2 , x 5,2 } will be three positioning points and the geometric center of them can be used as the value of cntr. But for some features, e.g. timestamp or image, it is unnecessary or impossible to gain an average number or image. On the other hand, pictures cannot be gotten at the same time. Therefore, for simplicity, we use either the first-ascenter (FaC) method or the last-as-center (LaC) method to set the value of cntr. For example, cntr of N 111 in Figure 3 with FaC is x 1,2 and with LaC is x 5,2 . The centers of micro-clusters are very important for the high-performing cluster method, and finding centers is more complex for the evolving data stream [19] , so the center-finding will not be discussed further in this paper and is left for our future works.
C. The PTree-based Selection
A pyramid tree is initially empty. When records arrive one by one, each of them will be used as an item of an LN of the PTree and a new branch will be created. As shown in Figure  4 , a PTree grows with the orderly arrival of records X 1 , ..., X 6 by using LaC and fastM. cntr of each NLN is shown in Table  I . For example, when X 4 arrives, N 1 is its matNLN in the 1-th layer and no matNLN is found in the next layer, so new branch from N 1 to N 121 is created, N 12 and N 121 are newly created, and X 4 is pr of the LN. Since we select the first arrival record of the micro-cluster, the selection result is {X 1 , X 2 , X 4 , X 6 }. matNLN in
V. PTREE-BASED STREAMING PICTURE SELECTION
In this section, we will evaluate the efficiency and effectiveness of the PTree-based clustering method, followed by the calculation method of cntr and Dis used in CrowdPic.
A. Efficiency and Effective Analysis of the PTree
The computing cost (ComC) of the PTree generation is mainly on searching matNLNs, so we use the count of Dis calculation (i.e. count of assessed NLNs) for finding matNLNs as the computing cost of generating the PTree. Because the generation process is dynamic and the NLN count is increasing, it is difficult to estimate the computing cost of generating a PTree. Theoretically, the value of ComC is d * (n − 1) to (d − 1) * (n − 1) + n * (n − 1)/2 if the picture stream length is n and the picture record is d-dimensional.
In general, the shape of a PTree have an effect on ComC. As shown in Figure 5 , there are three types of frequently-seen PTrees. The ComC of generating an A-shape PTree or an iTshape PTree is smaller than generating an I-shape PTree, but the selected NLNs of an iT-shape PTree is too few to maintain the sensing quality, so the A-shape is the ideal one. 
B. Controlling the Shape of PTree for CrowdPic
In CrowdPic, A shape PTree makes the number of sibling nodes of an NLN closer to that of the child nodes. In order to calculate the number of each, we used task constraints. Because the visual distance calculation requires more computational resource, we can always set the visual layer as the 4-th layer. Table II shows the estimation method of the branch number (BN). BN l , BN t and BN a are sorted in an ascending order and their corresponding features are mapped to the 1∼3-th layer respectively. Here, Area(tsk.whr) is the area of the geographical region specified by tsk.whr. H is a parameter for the temporal distance calculation, which will be introduced later.
C. Calculating Center of NLN
It is a common practice to use an average value as the center of a cluster, but for an image layer it is impossible to obtain it. In CrowdPic, we use FaC method for three layers, including the image layer, the location layer, and the shooting angle layer. Because we cannot estimate the time interval of the arriving picture records, we use FaC and LaC together for the timestamp layer. In this case, a 2-tuple structure ts j , te j is used to denote cntr of an NLN N j in the timestamp layer. ts j is the earliest one in the recorded timestamps in the microcluster of N j and te j is the latest.
D. Distance Calculation
During the process of generating a PTree, the methods d mthd of BP to calculate Dis are different in different layers. The methods used in our experiments are as follows.
1) Visual Distance:
We use the SIFT feature [25] and the Euclidean distance to find matched features between two images. The open-sourced toolkit VL Feat [26] is used to obtain feature points. For two images x and y, fs(x) and fs(y) are their 128-d SIFT feature points, and ms(x, y) are matched pairs of them. We define the visual distance Dis SIF T in Eq. (1) . If N j is an NLN in the visual layer, Dis(X i , N j ) is equal to Dis SIF T (img i , cntr j ).
2) Temporal Distance: Suppose tStamp i is the timestamp of a new record X i and the center of an NLN N j in the timestamp layer is ts j , te j , we define the temporal distance in Eq. (2).
Here, H is a constant to limit the time span defined in cntr and adjust the branching volume in the timestamp layer, as shown in Figure 6 . We do not set a static timespan here because if timestamps of two records X m and X n are very close (i.e. |tStamp m − tStamp n | d th t ), then they should be in the same micro-cluster. However, if timestamps of many records are close to each other, but the time span between the earliest one tStamp m to the latest one tStamp n is quite large (i.e. tStamp n − tStamp m d th t ), then these records should not be in the same micro-cluster. So we use H to limit the timespan between ts and te as well as to cluster most close records into the same micro-cluster.
3) Spacial Distance: The spatial distance is calculated at two dimensions: geography and shooting angle.
(i) Geographical distance. Euclidean distance of two geocoordinates is used as the geographical distance Dis geo .
(ii) Shooting angle distance. The shooting angle sAngle consists of three angles: azimuth, pitch, and roll. We consider the direction along Z-axis as the shooting direction and the shooting angle distance Dis angle refers to the angle of two shooting directions.
VI. EXPERIMENT AND EVALUATION
A. Baseline and Metrics
The quality of sensing of a selected data subset can be measured by the utility coverage of the subset to the entire data set. The similarity of data is denoted by V S. If selecting diverse pictures means selecting independent vertexes from the graph G = X, V S , X denotes the vertex set and V S denotes the edge set, then finding optimal subset (i.e. with low redundancy and high diversity) means to find maximum independent vertex set (MIS) of G [27] , [28] .
To evaluate the algorithm, we utilize five basic metrics, i.e. IntgR, RdndR, SelR, ComC, and AComC. Mis(X) denotes the MIS of X, and SP denotes the selected picture set. IntgR denotes the integrity ratio of SP calculated in Eq. 
1) Generating Data for Simulation:
We developed an Android application FlierMeet [4] to repost city fliers. 38 students in Northwestern Polytechnical University of China were recruited to use the application to capture their favorite fliers on the campus. After 8 weeks, we collected over 2,000 pictures. A student who took pictures at a specific place implies that he is able to accomplish MCP tasks at that place. Five places having large number of fliers are chosen for the simulation: shop, canteen, dormitory, lab and square. The CDF (cumulative distribution function) of the picture number is shown in Figure 7 .
To evaluate the performance of the PTree-based selection, we simulate data streams with different lengths. Each stream has a dataset X and the visual distance matrix Dv of X. The distribution of the timestamp and location of X i ∈X meets the CDF in Figure 7 The traditional clustering approach in [4] is similar to setting the image layer to the 1-th layer (i.e. V is in the first place of LM ). As shown in Figure 8 , ComCs of using these LM s are extremely high. Another observation is that selRatios of different LM s are almost the same, but the ComCs vary significantly. The reason for this is that the calculation scale is related to the shape of PTree. By using the method in Table  II we obtain a layering mapping LM =LTAV, which is good when |X| is 2000 and is the best when |X| is 5000. Therefore, in order to reduce the computing cost, the layering mapping should be able to be adjusted during the process of generating PTrees. This will be our future work. In this paper, we use static LM s for flexibility evaluation. As proposed in Section V-A, ComC is related to the PTree shape which is in turn related to LM and BP . As shown in Figure 9 , four PTrees are generated with the same dataset, the same BP and different LM s. It is obvious that nodes in the upper layer should not have high fan-out degree. This experiment proves that setting proper LM can reduce ComC when BP is static, and clustering the picture stream with an A-shape PTree is highly efficient.
3) Flexibility Evaluation: To evaluate the flexibility of the PTree-based selection algorithm when |X| rises we choose two LM s, LM 10 =LTAV and LM 15 =TLVA. As shown in Figure  10 , the changing trend of |SP | and |Mis(SP )| is the same as that of |X|, but the change of RdndR is insignificant. On the other hand, although the IntgR of using LM 15 is larger Fig. 9 . Shapes of the PTrees generated with the same BP and different LM s. Here |X|=96.
than that of using LM 10 , the ComC of using LM 15 is also higher than that of using LM 10 . This indicates that there is a tradeoff between efficiency and effectiveness. To compare the impacts brought by different T s and T e on the selection result and the efficiency, we set three time spans P 1 = [7am,12am], P 2 = [7am,11pm], and P 3 = [1pm,11pm]. The check-in distribution in Figure 7 shows that the spatial and temporal distribution of the picture is uneven. In order to make a fine-grained comparison, the simulation is with small scale (|X|<2,000). As shown in Figure 11 , the selection results in these three periods are slightly different. Because pictures in the period P 2 is sparser than the period P 1 or P 3 , the ratio of |Mis(SP )| of pictures in the period P 2 is greater than that of the other two. This result demonstrates that the ratio of |Mis(SP )| is related to the temporal and spatial density distribution of picture records. The findings from the simulation show that although the computing cost ComC increases with the increased size of the data stream (i.e. |X|), the AComC is nearly the same. The IntgR and RdndR of the selected dataset are nearly steady when the data distribution reaches saturation (means plenty of data arrives in every time slot). This proves our method has good flexibility to cluster data streams with unknown lengths.
C. Real World Data based Evaluation
We select 1,045 pictures from FlierMeet dataset and each of them consists of the image, the timestamp, the location and the shooting angle. The redundant ratio is nearly 40% after we use the SIFT algorithm to cluster images of the same flier. These clusters are denoted by CP . If X i ∈ CP k ∧ X j ∈ CP k (1 ≤ k ≤ |CP |), then V S(i, j) = 1. V S is used to get MIS of G = X, V S as the optimal selection result. We randomly selected different numbers of pictures and compare them with PTree-based selection result. The random selection result reflects the inherent character of the dataset.
Generally, as shown in Figure 12 , IntgR and RdndR increase along with the rising of SelR.
The number of branches might rise if the distance threshold declines, so we set 30 groups of d ths to obtain different selection results (i.e., SelR). Table III shows the range of these thresholds. We set LM = ATLV. Both fastM and minM are used with each group of d ths. In this case SelR of selection results is 50% ∼ 90%. As shown in Figure 12 , we compare the PTree-based selection with the random selection. The results show that IntgR of the former is larger than the latter, but RdndR of the former is less than that of the latter. This means that with the same size of the selected dataset, the PTree-based selection method has higher quality than random selection. VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK Selecting an optimal data set from an evolving picture stream is essential for mobile crowd photographing (MCP). The data selection process is challenging because it is usually steered by multiple, heterogeneous spatial-temporal-thematic constraints. In this paper, we introduced a generic task-driven MCP framework that supports optimal data collection for varied MCP tasks. A pyramid tree-based model is developed to meet the multiple constraints in crowd photographing, which can cluster and select data from streaming picture records for different MCP tasks. Evaluation results validated the effectiveness, efficiency and flexibility of our method.
Although our research is concerned with picture collection and selection, this method can be adapted to collecting other types of data in mobile crowd sensing. As for future work, we will first extend our framework to support other types of data (e.g. texts, audios, videos). Second, we will introduce a task orchestration unit at the mobile client side, which can preprocess the data collected and reduce the submission of low-quality or constraint-violated data to the backend server and thus improve the performance of the whole system.
